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WEEK 1 
#1
You may have seen the photos of Providence executives sending 
whiteboard messages of thanks to nurses for giving it our all during COVID. 
We appreciate the gratitude, but we’d appreciate a contract even more.  
Our contract is one year overdue and yet, we show up. We do our jobs, no 
matter what it takes. For Providence to show they really care, they must 
come to the table with a fair and reasonable contract. This is what safety 
looks like.

Essential workers need an essential contract. #contractnow

#2
Providence executives tell PMMC nurses that we are the hands and heart 
of Providence’s mission.
We agree. 
Through fires, evacuations, and a pandemic, we have been there for 
our patients. Now Providence needs to be there for us. Approve a fair 
#contractnow that includes safe staffing, fair pay and adequate protections.

Nurses at PMMC are fighting 
for a long-overdue contract 
renewal that includes safe 
staffing, fair pay, adequate 
protections and sick time. ONA 
stands with Medford nurses in 
asking @Provhealth to come 
to the table with a fair and 
reasonable #contractnow 
#orpol
Photos:  “Essential nurses = 
essential contract” and “Safety 
can come as a positive contract 
agreement”

During COVID-19, ONA nurses 
across the state are working 
harder than ever. PMMC nurses 
are no exception. @Provhealth 
is dragging their feet on a 
contract renewal already a year 
overdue. Support PMC nurses 
in fighting for an urgently 
needed #contractnow. Patients 
and nurses deserve it. #orpol
Photos: “Help nurses help 
patients” and “Nurses are the <3 
of Providence”



#3 
Providence executives call us heroes but words mean little without action. 
Don’t just call us heroes, show us real support with a fair contract.
We are working harder than ever, yet our community is losing skilled nurses 
because PMMC nurses are overworked, underpaid, and undervalued. 
We want to stay at PMMC but we are tired of earning less than we could 
elsewhere. We’re standing together for our contract. #contractnow

#4
This Valentine’s day, PMMC nurses stand united in our love. Our love for 
our hospital and our love for our patients, but we can’t serve without 
support. 
The hospital is understaffed and nurses are routinely skipping breaks, 
staying late, and taking on increased patient loads in order to provide the 
best care for our community. Safe staffing = safe patients.
Nurses are fighting this pandemic together every day. Give us the 
support we deserve so we can provide the care our patients deserve. 
#contractnow.

PMMC union nurses have been 
working without a renewed 
contract for a year—they are 
understaffed and nurses are 
skipping breaks, staying late, 
and caring for increased patient 
loads. Tell @Provhealth that 
safe staffing = safe patients. 
Give PMMC a #contractnow. 
#orpol
Photos: Group photo of 3 nurses



WEEK 2 
#1
PMMC Nurses Deserve:

• Cost of living increase
• Fair pay for extra shifts
• Safe staffing levels
• Protected sick time
• PPE & COVID protections

We’re tired of waiting. #contractnow!

PMMC nurses at @Provhealth 
are tired of waiting for a 
#contractnow. Our hard-
working union nurses deserve 
safety in the form of a cost 
of living increase, fair pair for 
extra shifts, safe staffing levels, 
protected sick time, and PPE & 
COVID protections.
Include graphic

#2
We’ll be back at the negotiating table with Providence next week and we’re 
holding firm on what we need. We want Providence executives to know that 
PMMC nurses are worth investing in. We are tired of being valued less than 
other hospitals. We need a fair negotiation process, and a contract that 
offers us equal pay for equal work. #ContractNow

#3
As negotiations on the 26th draw closer, we’re deeply grateful for the 
solidarity our fellow nurses have shown to one another. We appreciate you 
all so much. PMMC nurses are an amazing team and we’ll keep working 
together for an amazing #ContractNow. 



WEEK 3 
#1
While nurses are working above and beyond through unprecedented 
circumstances, Providence executives are sitting on billions of dollars in 
reserves. Providence is rich--one of the richest hospitals in the country--yet 
they are trying to wear down nurses through a mediation process rather 
than coming to the table with a fair #contractnow. 
Nurses return to the negotiating table on Friday and we are standing 
united. We hope @Providence Medford Medical Center will come to the 
table with a contract that gives us what our nurses need: fair pay, safe 
staffing, time-off, and COVID protections. 

While PMMC nurses work 
above and beyond through 
unprecedented circumstances, 
Providence remains one of 
the richest hospitals in the 
country. PMMC nurses return 
to the negotiating table with @
ProvMedford this Friday and 
are standing united for a fair 
#ContractNow. #orpol #orleg

#2
Nurses at PMMC are fighting to win a fair contract that ensures safe 
staffing and resources nurses to continue providing high-quality, affordable 
healthcare to our community.
Sign the petition to show @Providence Medford Medical Center that you 
stand with nurses. Essential workers need an essential contract.  
https://actionnetwork.org/petitions/support-medford-nurses 

We’re disappointed that @
ProvMedford is relying on a 
mediation process when PMMC 
nurses are simply asking for 
the kids of wages, benefits, and 
protections that every hospital 
has. Sign our petition and help 
nurses win a fair #ContractNow 
https://actionnetwork.org/
petitions/support-medford-
nurses #orpol #orleg

#3
As our negotiations with Providence on Friday looms closer, we’re 
disappointed that @Providence Medford Medical Center has relied on a 
mediation process while nurses are simply asking for the kinds of wages, 
benefits, and protections that every other hospital has. We love our 
patients and we want to stay to serve our community. Sign our petition and 
help PMMC nurses win a fair contract https://actionnetwork.org/petitions/
support-medford-nurses

https://actionnetwork.org/petitions/support-medford-nurses 
https://actionnetwork.org/petitions/support-medford-nurses
https://actionnetwork.org/petitions/support-medford-nurses
https://actionnetwork.org/petitions/support-medford-nurses
https://actionnetwork.org/petitions/support-medford-nurses
https://actionnetwork.org/petitions/support-medford-nurses


#4
@ATU757 of Rogue Valley Transportation 
District stands with PMMC nurses.
“We stand with the nurses at Providence 
Medford Medical Center who have been 
working so hard to serve our community 
during the pandemic, the wildfires and 
whenever they are needed. We all have a 
stake in what happens at PMMC as patients 
and community members.”
@providenceoregon, @Providence.Medford.
Medical.Center, please do the right thing for 
our nurses and our community and make a 
fair offer to the nurses we are all counting on. 

#5
Medford nurses return to the negotiating table with @Providence.Medford.
Medical.Center tomorrow. Community members from around the state are 
standing in solidarity with PMMC nurses. Shoutout to our fellow nurses at 
@Providence.Willamette.Falls.Medical.Center showing Medford nurses their 
love and support. Sign and share: bit.ly/SupportPMMCNurses  

#6
Medford nurses returned to negotiations today but @providenceoregon 
did not offer a fair deal. @Providence.Medford.Medical.Center continues 
to fall behind other Providence facilities in pay, benefits, and protections. 
Nurses need @providenceoregon to offer us a contract that allows us to 
stay in Medford and protect ourselves, our patients, and our community. 
Show your support for PMMC nurses as they prepare to return to 
negotiations next Thursday, March 4. bit.ly/SupportPMMCNurses  

@ProvHealth has did not offer 
PMMC nurses a fair deal today 
and @ProvMedford continues 
to fall behind other Providence 
facilities in pay, benefits, and 
protections. Nurses return to 
negotiations Thurs March 4 and 
need a fair #ContractNow. ONA 
nurses stand united!
Photos: compiled graphic of 
nurses from PWF and PSV

http://bit.ly/SupportPMMCNurses
http://bit.ly/SupportPMMCNurses


#7
Throughout last week, nurses around the state advocated for protections 
in the legislature yet, @Providence.Medford.Medical.Center continues to 
fall behind other Providence facilities in pay, benefits, and protections. 
Nurses need @providenceoregon to offer us a contract that allows us to 
stay in Medford and protect ourselves, our patients, and our community. 
We will keep fighting for the fair contract we deserve.
Join nurses at @Providence.St.Vincent.Medical.Center and stand with us: 
bit.ly/SupportPMMCNurses  

#8
As frontline workers, we have each other’s 
back. From fighting fires across the state to 
fighting COVID inside our hospitals, we are all 
working hard to keep Oregonians safe.
@ashlandfirefighterslocal1269 knows 
that short staffing is unsafe staffing. Join 
firefighters in calling on @providenceoregon 
to not shortchange the communities of 
Southern Oregon by short staffing their 
hospitals. PMMC nurses should be able to 
take a break without worrying that their 
patients will suffer. 
Support our essential workers and stand for 
an essential contract for PMMC nurses: bit.ly/
SupportPMMCNurses 

#9
Today is the one-year anniversary of the first Oregon documented 
COVID-19 case. For all this time, nurses across the state have been in the 
trenches alongside other frontline workers. We are so grateful for their 
heroic work to keep us safe. 
In particular, PMMC nurses have gone above and beyond, working long 
hours and serving more, and sicker, patients all without a renewed 
contract. Nurses feel the community’s appreciation. TAKE ACTION to 
support us winning a fair contract from @providenceoregon. The battle 
against COVID-19 is far from over. bit.ly/SupportPMMCNurses

Today is the 1-yr anniversary 
of the 1st Oregon documented 
COVID-19 case. For all this 
time, ONA nurses have been in 
the trenches alongside other 
frontline workers. We are so 
grateful for their heroic work. 
Take action now because 
COVID is far from over. bit.ly/
SupportPMMCNurses

http://bit.ly/SupportPMMCNurses
http://bit.ly/SupportPMMCNurses 
http://bit.ly/SupportPMMCNurses 
http://bit.ly/SupportPMMCNurses


WEEK 4 

New NYT video offers a window 
into what COVID is like for 
nurses. “Leadership in the 
pandemic hasn’t come from 
elected officials but from a 
group that is underpaid [and] 
overworked. ONA values the 
critical care our nurses provide 
every single day. https://nyti.
ms/3qLvY4e 

#1
Despite our disappointment that @
Providence.Medford.Medical.Center did not 
come through with a reasonable offer at 
Friday’s negotiation, we are thrilled to share 
the support we’re receiving from the 72,000 
members of @SEIULocal503. 
Our union brothers and sisters in the public 
service and care provision sectors understand 
the importance of valuing our frontline staff 
with safety provisions, benefits, and equal pay 
for equal work. Join with SEIU Local 503 and 
show your support for Southern Oregon’s 
nurses today! bit.ly/SupportPMMCNurses 

#2
The struggles of nurses through the pandemic have been largely invisible. 
Until now. 
Nurses from Valleywise in Phoenix to Providence in Medford are carrying 
intense burdens, from watching people die in the ICU, to providing the 
highest quality care despite short staffing. As NYT journalists share in their 
newly released video Death, Through a Nurse’s Eyes:  “Leadership in the 
pandemic hasn’t come from elected officials or spiritual guides, but from 
a group that is underpaid, overworked and considered secondary even in 
their own workplaces.”
@Providence.Medford.Medical.Center is losing nurses at a faster rate than 
the nation’s average, despite their $12 billion reserve. Nurses have been 
awarded the most trusted profession for 2 decades strong. It’s time we 
show nurses that we value the critical care they provide through crisis and 
push @providenceoregon to protect and pay PMMC nurses now. 
https://nyti.ms/3qLvY4e

#3
PMMC nurses return to negotiations 
TOMORROW. We are hopeful that @
Providence.Medford.Medical.Center will 
offer us a fair and reasonable contract that 
protects us and our patients. We are grateful 
for the community that has stood with us 
so far and who recognize the value of our 
healthcare workers, including Local Lodge 
W261 of the @MachinistsUnion. Our beloved 
patients who rely on the Providence Health 
Care System are joining us in asking for a 
#ContractNow. bit.ly/SupportPMMCNurses 

https://nyti.ms/3qLvY4e 
https://nyti.ms/3qLvY4e 
http://bit.ly/SupportPMMCNurses 
https://nyti.ms/3qLvY4e 
http://bit.ly/SupportPMMCNurses 


#4
Over 300 community members have signed our petition supporting 
fair protections and a just contract. Can you sign and share to get us 
to 500 signatures? Do your part and make sure PMMC nurses feel the 
community’s love so they can enter negotiations stronger than ever.
SIGN & SHARE because safe nurses = safe communities.  
https://actionnetwork.org/petitions/support-medford-nurses

#5
“Because the entire Rogue Valley is impacted by the quality of @Providence.
Medford.Medical.Center’s services, I urge you to negotiate an offer that 
both protects patient safety and ensures that PMMC retains a robust, 
skilled workforce.” - @representativepammarsh. 
We are grateful for Jackson County state Rep. Marsh’s ’ support. Sign & 
Share: bit.ly/SupportPMMCNurses

#6
Nurses are back in negotiations today. Join 
the @SouthernOregonCLC and show your 
support for PMMC nurses TODAY. Sign & 
share bit.ly/SupportPMMCNurses 
@Providence.Medford.Medical.Center, 
“please do the right thing for our nurses and 
our community and make a fair offer to the 
nurses we are all counting on.”

PMMC nurses return to 
negotiations w/ @ProvHealth 
tmrw. We are grateful for 
the support from Rep. Pam 
Marsh. We are all affected by 
the quality of our healthcare 
services. Safe nurses = safe 
communities. Sign & share 
bit.ly/SupportPMMCNurses 
#orleg #orpol 
Include graphic.

https://actionnetwork.org/petitions/support-medford-nurses
http://bit.ly/SupportPMMCNurses
http://bit.ly/SupportPMMCNurses 


#7
Thank you to the 16,000 workers represented by @aftoregon for your 
support of PMMC nurses. It’s because of support letters like these and 
all of you in the community stepping up, signing and sharing our petition, 
and showing your love for nurses that we made positive progress in 
negotiations today!

#8
Thanks to the incredible community support we’ve received over the last 
several weeks, nurses reached a tentative agreement in our negotiations 
with PMMC yesterday. We want to express our gratitude for the work 
you’ve done to stand by our side and help us move towards a fair contract 
that prioritizes patient care and nurse safety. 

Thanks to the incredible 
community support we’ve 
received over the last several 
wks, Medford nurses reached 
a tentative agreement in 
negotiations. Thank you 
for standing by nurses and 
helping move towards a 
fair contract that prioritizes 
patient care & nurse safety. 
Include graphic.


